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Get a jump start on a second language! Specially created for young learners, these fresh, eye-catching board books are the
perfect way to introduce first concepts to preschoolers in Canada's two official languages. The My First Canadian board books
feature a bright, cheerful combination of photography and illustrations and are specially developed by educators and Canadian
editors.
A bilingual first words collection with a twist: this unique book combines storytelling with English and French vocabulary building.
Young readers follow the adventures of a busy family as they go about their day and prepare for a special celebration.
"Simple text paired with themed photos invite the reader to learn to speak German"--Provided by publisher.
EARLY LEARNING: FIRST WORD BOOKS. Over 100 useful words beautifully illustrated with bright, cheerful pictures and cuddly
teddy bears. Perfect to share with little language learners in order to start their first steps in English. Ages 0+
A sticker title that is filled with colourful scenes and fun sticker labels to act as an introduction to English. It is suitable for language
learners of all ages. Each illustrated themed page is full of objects to identify with stickers to label them with, helping to reinforce
word and picture association.
"Simple text paired with themed photos invite the reader to learn to speak Greek"--Provided by publisher.
This book is perfect to learn or to teach. You can colour each word and draw the picture of the word, then cut it to make your own
flashcards. It's ideal for children, teens and adults. One of the most appreciated book by teachers, students, children and
homeschoolers. Table of contents: 1.airport2.apple3.arm4.armchair5.baby6.bag7.baker's8.ball9.banana10.bank11.bath12.bathroo
m13.beach14.bed15.bedroom16.bike17.bird18.birthday19.biscuit20.boat21.book22.boots23.bowl24.boy25.bread26.brush27.bus2
8.butcher's29.butter30.cake31.camera32.campsite33.candle34.car35.carrot36.cash machine37.castle38.cat39.chair40.checkout4
1.cheese42.chemist's43.chips44.chocolate45.church46.cloud47.coat48.coffee49.computer50.countryside51.cow52.cup53.cupboar
d54.dentist55.doctor56.dog57.door58.dress59.duck60.ear61.egg62.eight63.eyes64.family65.fireworks66.fish67.five68.flat69.flowe
r70.foot71.football72.forest73.fork74.four75.fruit76.fruit juice77.funfair78.garden79.girl80.glass81.goat82.grapes83.green
beans84.hair85.hand86.hat87.head88.hen89.holiday90.horse91.hospital92.hotel93.house94.ice
cream95.jumper96.key97.kitchen98.knife99.lake100.lamp101.leg102.lemon103.living
room104.man105.market106.meat107.milk108.mobile phone109.money110.moon111.mosquito112.mountain113.mouth114.nine1
15.nose116.one117.onion118.orange119.pasta120.peach121.pear122.peas123.pen124.pencil125.pepper126.petrol
station127.pineapple128.plane129.plant130.plate131.post
office132.postcard133.potato134.present135.rain136.restaurant137.rice138.river139.road140.rubbish bin141.salad142.sales143.s
andals144.scarf145.school146.sea147.seven148.shampoo149.sheep150.shirt151.shoes152.shop153.shorts154.shower155.six15
6.skirt157.sky158.snow159.soap160.socks161.sofa162.spoon163.stadium164.stamp165.star166.street167.suitcase168.sun169.s
un cream170.sunglasses171.supermarket172.swimming pool173.swimsuit174.table175.tea176.teeth177.television178.ten179.ten
nis180.three181.toilets182.tomato183.toothpaste184.tourist office185.towel186.town187.train188.train station189.tree190.trolley19
1.trousers192.two193.vegetables194.washbasin195.wasp196.watch197.water198.wind199.window200.woman
Geralt the Witcher—revered and hated—holds the line against the monsters plaguing humanity in this collection of adventures, the
first chapter in the New York Times bestselling series that inspired the hit Netflix show and the blockbuster video games. Geralt is
a Witcher, a man whose magic powers, enhanced by long training and a mysterious elixir, have made him a brilliant fighter and a
merciless assassin. Yet he is no ordinary killer. His sole purpose: to destroy the monsters that plague the world. But not everything
monstrous-looking is evil and not everything fair is good . . . and in every fairy tale there is a grain of truth. And look out for The
Tower of Fools, book one of Andrzej Sapkowski's Hussite Trilogy! Witcher collections The Last Wish Sword of Destiny Witcher
novels Blood of Elves The Time of Contempt Baptism of Fire The Tower of Swallows Lady of the Lake ?Season of Storms Hussite
Trilogy The Tower of Fools The Malady and Other Stories: An Andrzej Sapkowski Sampler (e-only) Translated from original Polish
by Danusia Stok
This fun and colorful, small format introduction to essential words in English is ideal for little hands. Each spread features colorful
pictures which illustrate words from a popular theme, including numbers, colors, clothes, toys, food, parties, indoors, playground,
animals, transport, and weather. An alphabet game is included on the cover flaps.
A word book that lets you listen to 12 French words, spoken by a native speaker. Simply take one of the 1 cards (each features 12
words) out of the envelope and slot it in as instructed. Press 'go' and then press each of the pictures to hear how the word is
pronounced. Contains 12 words, spoken by a native French speaker. For preschool children learning French as either a first or
second language.
This simple, colorful picture dictionary is perfect for young readers. Here are more than 350 useful words in English, organized by
topic, including school, sports, park, beach, house, street, farm, and wild animals. Each word is clearly illustrated for easy learning,
and there is a full alphabetical list of words at the end of the book. A handy format, colorful illustrations, and simple, clear layout
make this book ideal for early readers.
This accessible history of how, when, and why English has borrowed words from other languages shows how to discover their
origins, when and why they were adopted, and what happens to them later. The history of English shows the effects of contact
with languages in many contexts, including range from Latin, Greek, Scandinavian, Celtic, French, Italian, Spanish, and Russian,
to Hebrew, Maori, Malay, Chinese, Hindi, Japanese, and Yiddish. Philip Durkin describes theepisodes as they occurred, from
Saxon times to the present, in a book that will appeal to everyone interested in the history of English.
"Simple text paired with themed photos invite the reader to learn to speak Italian"--Provided by publisher.
Travel around the world in 1000 words in this fun search-and-find vocabulary-building book Action-packed illustrations introduce
your eager young language learners to essential words in English--plus a few fun ones. From having breakfast together to visiting
the zoo or a fantastic art gallery to learn about colors and shapes, these characters will bring new words to life on the page and
reinforce those words that you already know. Each page has a central scene teeming with details to discuss and discover, and
each word has its own illustration.
These four little books with their rounded edges are perfect for introducing younger children to the world of animals. Anna Lang is
an illustrator who is both delicate and funny and whose characterisations of the various animals are ironic and captivating. Turning
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the pages of these books, children will learn about the biggest and smallest animals, what they like to eat, what noises they make
when they want to be heard and where they like to hide when they want to get away from danger or simply to relax. Children can
page through the books on their own or with the help of their parents or older children to learn new words. AGES: 0 to 3 AUTHOR:
Anna Lang, a Hungarian graphic designer and illustrator, currently lives and works in Milan.
The classic bi-lingual Spanish/English word book, illustrated by Stephen Cartwright. A thousand everyday words illustrated with
busy scenes and labelled pictures to help children learn key Spanish vocabulary.

An interactive first word book suitable for those learning English as a first or second language. Match the word and
picture stickers to discover a hundred everyday words in an interactive way.
My First Book of Chinese Words introduces young children to basic words and concepts in the Chinese language through
colorful rhymes and beautiful imagery. It is a book that parents and young children will enjoy reading together. The
Chinese words in the book are all common, everyday items, and the rhymes are informative and fun for children. The
goal of My First Book of Chinese Words is to familiarize children with the basic sounds and written characters of Chinese,
to introduce core concepts of Chinese culture and to illustrate the ways in which Chinese sounds differ from English
ones. Teachers and parents will welcome the cultural notes at the back of the book and appreciate how the book is
organized using a familiar ABC structure. Each word is presented in Chinese characters (both Simplified and Traditional)
as well as Romanized Pinyin for easy pronunciation. With the help of this book, we hope more children (and adults) will
soon join the more than one billion people worldwide who speak Chinese!
My First Words Let's Get Talking is fun for you and your toddler learning their first words, now in ebook format. With lots
of fun-filled images, simple questions and things to name, your toddler will love learning first words using this colourful
ebook. Read them together, they'll love the playful images - perfect for reading aloud; identify the goldfish, teddy and car,
and even encourage them to choose their favourite pet! Makes teaching your toddler first words as easy as A B C.
Collins First English Words is the perfect first dictionary for kindergarten-aged learners of English. Packed full of fun and
useful everyday vocabulary, this beautifully illustrated dictionary will capture the imagination of young children and
encourage a love for learning English. The dictionary contains 36 themes, each fully illustrated with fun and engaging
scenarios. Three characters, Ben, Daisy and Keekee the monkey, guide the children through their daily lives and
introduce them to the 300 English words young children need to learn. There are songs and games for every theme for
children to engage with. Collins First English Words aims to make learning English fun. First English Words has won the
title 'Best entry for young readers' at the English-Speaking Union (ESU) English Language Book Awards 2012.
"Simple text paired with themed photos invite the reader to learn to speak Vietnamese"--Provided by publisher.
Roger Priddy’s Big Board First 100 Words is a perfect children’s book offering simple everyday words for infants and
toddlers to develop their vocabulary. Featuring 100 beautiful color photographs, this tough board book introduces words
and phrases of animals, toys, vehicles, and items used for mealtimes, bathtimes, and bedtimes that are ideal for children
aged 2 and up to learn how to read and identify objects.
An activity book to accompany Collins First English Words, winner of the Best Entry for Young Learners prize at HRH
The Duke of Edinburgh English Language Book Awards 2012. Encourage a love for learning English and capture the
imagination of children. Through fun and engaging activities, young learners can practise the English words they need to
learn with the help of Ben, Daisy and Keekee the monkey. * Covers the first English words children need to learn* Words
grouped into themes* Fun, varied and engaging activities, written specifically to help young children develop their skills of
analysis and improve their linguistic awareness* Beautiful illustrations* Plenty of space for children to practise their
writing and drawing skills* Notes for parents and teachers Collins First English Words Activity Book 1 can be used
independently or alongside the beautifully-illustrated dictionary, Collins First English Words. Activity Book 1 contains
simple but engaging activities that will encourage children to look and read, and to pick up a pencil and write. It is the
ideal starting point for developing a love of learning English, reading and writing for young children. Also available: First
English Words, First English Words Activity Book 2, First English Words Teacher's Book, First English Words Activity
Pack.
This comprehensive bilingual picture book has been designed to help children easily learn their first words in Moroccan
dialect (Darija). More than 250 useful words classified by theme (sport, fruit and vegetables, home, school...) Beautiful
colourful illustrations that make it easy to memorise the vocabulary of everyday life in a playful way. Your child will find
little memory exercises to learn while having fun. Translation into English and Moroccan, the romanization of the letters
will facilitate the pronunciation of beginners. Glossy cover and quality printing
There are over 270 familiar words in this delightfully illustrated book. Themes include animals, food, farm noises, and things that
go.
New first concepts sticker book in the Priddy First 100 branding. Preschoolers can develop their speech, vocabulary and early
literacy skills using this sticker book introducing over 100 first words. The colourful pages have familiar things to name, and
learning becomes interactive as children look for, find and match the correct sticker to the correct word. Ideal to help children aged
three and over build language, start word and picture association and develop hand-eye coordination.
An essential vocabulary builder for young children, with around a thousand everyday words and pictures, arranged thematically.
"Simple text paired with themed photos invite the reader to learn to speak Spanish"--Provided by publisher.
With the intrigue of a psychological thriller, Camus's masterpiece gives us the story of an ordinary man unwittingly drawn into a
senseless murder on an Algerian beach. Behind the intrigue, Camus explores what he termed "the nakedness of man faced with
the absurd" and describes the condition of reckless alienation and spiritual exhaustion that characterized so much of twentiethcentury life. First published in 1946; now in translation by Matthew Ward.
A wealth of words relating to the natural world around us. Young children can discover and learn lots of new vocabulary by
spotting and talking about the illustrated words on themed pages such as animals, trees, seeds and seasons. Children love to see
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things that are familiar to them, and this book is packed with the familiar, like 'tree' and 'flower' to the more specific and unusual
things like 'maple leaf' or 'conker'. Lots to spot and even more words to learn. With sturdy board pages designed to withstand
being read time and time again.
“Delightful . . . [a] captivating and slyly subversive fictional paean to the real women whose work on the Oxford English Dictionary
went largely unheralded.”—The New York Times Book Review WINNER OF THE AUSTRALIAN BOOK INDUSTRY AWARD • “A
marvelous fiction about the power of language to elevate or repress.”—Geraldine Brooks, New York Times bestselling author of
People of the Book Esme is born into a world of words. Motherless and irrepressibly curious, she spends her childhood in the
Scriptorium, an Oxford garden shed in which her father and a team of dedicated lexicographers are collecting words for the very
first Oxford English Dictionary. Young Esme’s place is beneath the sorting table, unseen and unheard. One day a slip of paper
containing the word bondmaid flutters beneath the table. She rescues the slip and, learning that the word means “slave girl,”
begins to collect other words that have been discarded or neglected by the dictionary men. As she grows up, Esme realizes that
words and meanings relating to women’s and common folks’ experiences often go unrecorded. And so she begins in earnest to
search out words for her own dictionary: the Dictionary of Lost Words. To do so she must leave the sheltered world of the
university and venture out to meet the people whose words will fill those pages. Set during the height of the women’s suffrage
movement and with the Great War looming, The Dictionary of Lost Words reveals a lost narrative, hidden between the lines of a
history written by men. Inspired by actual events, author Pip Williams has delved into the archives of the Oxford English Dictionary
to tell this highly original story. The Dictionary of Lost Words is a delightful, lyrical, and deeply thought-provoking celebration of
words and the power of language to shape the world.
A picture word book with 1,000 useful words arranged by themes. This engaging and delightfully illustrated word book helps
children boost their vocabulary and develop their speaking skills. A thousand really useful everyday words, carefully matched with
detailed and amusing pictures, provide lots to spot and talk about. There are also QR codes to scan so you can listen to all the
words read by a British English speaker.
First English Words
This hardcover book is the perfect tool to help introduce young readers to a new language. » Colorful illustrations and eye-catching
photography are designed to help new readers absorb information even if they're looking through the book on their own. » Each
word entry is accompanied by a helpful pronunciation guide, ensuring that children remember their new vocabulary words
correctly. » Written by an accomplished foreign language expert, My First English-Spanish Picture Dictionary is equally useful in a
classroom or at home.
"Simple text paired with themed photos invite the reader to learn to speak Russian"--Provided by publisher.
A children's picture book of a kitten's journey through her garden as she enlists the help of friends to find her beloved purr.
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